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PART I - OVERVIEW AND STATEMENT OF FACTS
A. Overview
1.

Consistent with this Court’s purposive approach to constitutional remedies, the

underlying objective of a suspended declaration of invalidity should govern its remedial effect
(retroactive or prospective) on expiry. A purely prospective declaration should be preferred over
a retroactive one where the latter would undermine the very purpose motivating the suspension
in the first place.
2.

The determination of whether an individual may be prosecuted for an offence

committed during the suspension period after its expiration should focus on the purpose
motivating the suspension. In Bedford v Canada (Attorney General), this Court ordered a one
year suspension to avoid the deregulation of prostitution while Parliament crafted new
legislation. This stated purpose is undermined if the declaration of invalidity is given retroactive
effect upon the suspension’s expiration.
3.

Unless prosecutions were entirely disposed of (including any appeals) during the

suspension period, offences committed during that period, while the impugned law still remained
“on the books”, would go unpunished and victims would see perpetrators evade liability for
serious crimes committed against them. A prospective remedial approach, on the other hand,
recognizes that the continued regulation and operation of the criminal law during the suspension
period does not end with its expiry. Offences committed during the suspension period should still
be subject to prosecution under the impugned law after expiry of the suspension because it
protects against a gap in the criminal law during that period.
4.

Adopting this prospective approach is consistent with generally accepted legal

principles grounded in the rule of law: (i) individuals are to be charged and sentenced under the
law in force when the offence is committed; and (ii) the presumption against retroactive criminal
legislation. This approach further recognizes the impact on victims who may not come forward
to report offences until after the suspension has expired. The kinds of offences in issue have long
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been noted for the reluctance of victims to come forward immediately particularly in situations
of exploitation marked by gender-based violence.
5.

The British Columbia Court of Appeal’s (the Court of Appeal) primary focus on the

relationship between a suspended declaration and the passage of new legislation was misplaced.
It erroneously adopted a “theory of pre-emption” whereby the retroactive effect of a suspended
declaration of invalidity is pre-empted by the passing of remedial legislation such that the
declaration never comes into effect. This approach undermines the courts’ remedial authority,
erroneously presumes declarations to be retroactive, and creates legal uncertainty until the
legislature acts. If the effect of a court’s declaration (retroactive vs prospective) is not known
until after the legislature acts, individuals – citizens, police, prosecutors and judges alike – would
not know how to conduct themselves during the suspension period.
B. Summary of Facts
The Attorney General of Canada relies on the following facts:
6.

On December 20, 2013, in Canada (Attorney General) v Bedford this Court

concluded that s 212(1)(j) of the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46 (living on the avails of
prostitution) infringed s 7 of the Charter and could not be justified under section 1.1 The Court
held that the provision was “overbroad insofar as it captures a number of non-exploitative
relationships which are not connected to the law’s purpose”.2
7.

The Court declared the provision of no force and effect.3 After balancing the interests

at stake, the Court decided to suspend the declaration of invalidity for one year4 because an
immediate declaration would “leave prostitution totally unregulated while Parliament grapples

1

Canada (Attorney General) v Bedford, 2013 SCC 72 (“Bedford”).
Ibid, para 139.
3
Ibid, para 164.
4
Ibid, paras 167-169.
2
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with the complex and sensitive problem of how to deal with it”.5 The suspended declaration
ended on December 20, 2014.6
8.

In response to the Bedford decision, Parliament enacted former Bill C-36, which

came into force on December 6, 2014.7 It removed the term “prostitution”8 from the Criminal
Code and enacted new offences, including the “material benefit” offence (s 286.2) which
replaced s 212(1)(j), with exceptions to address the Court’s Charter concerns.9
9.

On December 22, 2016, the appellants were charged under s 212(1)(j) for offences

committed during the suspension period (between March 15, 2014 and December 5, 2014), as
well as offences under s.286.2(1) for offences committed after December 6, 2014, when the new
legislation came into force.10
10.

The trial judge found the appellants guilty of all counts under s 212(1)(j).11 However,

the judge quashed those counts finding that once the suspension in Bedford expired, the
provision was void ab initio.12 Because the Court in Bedford had not specified that its declaration
had prospective application only, the trial judge deemed it to be retroactive.13

5

Ibid, para 167.
Reasons for Judgment of the British Columbia Court of Appeal dated June 8, 2020 (“BCCA
Reasons”), para 2, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 92.
7
An Act to amend the Criminal Code in response to the Supreme Court of Canada decision in
Attorney General of Canada v Bedford and to make consequential amendments to other Acts, SC
2014 c 25.
8
Replaced by “sexual services for consideration”. This factum uses the term “prostitution” to
6

reflect the usage in Bedford.
9

BCCA Reasons, para 3, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 92
Ibid, para 16, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 94
11
British Columbia Supreme Court Oral Reasons for Judgment dated January 29, 2018 (“BCSC
Reasons), paras 199, 268, Appellants’ Record, Tab 1, pp 51, 66; BCCA Reasons, para 19,
Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 95.
12
BCSC Reasons, para 350, Appellants’ Record, Tab 1, p 83.
13
Ibid, paras 345, 349; Appellants’ Record, Tab 1, pp 81-82, 83; BCCA Reasons, paras 28, 32,
Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, pp 96-97.
10
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11.

The Court of Appeal allowed the appeal and entered convictions.14 The Court’s

primary reason was that Parliament’s passage of new legislation within the suspension period
pre-empted the deemed retroactive effect of this Court’s declaration of invalidity in Bedford.15
The result being that “the declaration of invalidity never came into effect to render the provision
a nullity ab initio”.16
12.

The Court further reasoned that the rule of law also justified the prosecutions “since

a valid regime was in place at the time of commission”.17 Finding otherwise, the Court
determined would “run afoul” of the objective of the suspension “to avoid the deregulation of
prostitution by extending the life of the impugned provisions for a period of one year”.18
PART II – QUESTION IN ISSUE
13.

The following constitutional question is raised in these appeals:
Whether s 212(1)(j) of the Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C-46, is constitutionally
applicable in the prosecution of the Appellants for committing the offence of living
on the avails of prostitution, where the offence was committed between March 15 and
December 5, 2014, in light of this Court’s decision in Bedford v Canada (Attorney
General), 2013 SCC 72, and in particular the suspension of the declaration of
invalidity at paragraphs 166-169 of that decision.

14.

Applying the legal principles stated below, the Attorney General of Canada’s

position is that an individual may be prosecuted for an offence committed during a suspension
period after the expiry of that period where, either explicitly or implicitly, the underlying
declaration of invalidity is prospective in nature.

14

BCCA Reasons, para 92, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 113.
Ibid, para 90, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 113. See also: paras 77-82, Appellants’ Record,
Tab 2, pp 110-111.
16
Ibid, para 91, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 113.
17
Ibid, para 84, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, pp 111-112.
18
Ibid, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 111.
15
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PART III – STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT
A. Remedial Effect of Suspended Declaration on Expiry – A Purposive Approach
15.

The fundamental issue for determination in these appeals is the remedial effect

(retroactive or prospective) of this Court’s suspended declaration of invalidity in Bedford. More
specifically, at issue is whether an individual may be prosecuted for an offence committed under
the impugned law during the suspension period after its expiration. These appeals further provide
the Court an opportunity to provide broader guidance to courts on the remedial consequences of
suspended declarations.
16.

While the Court of Appeal ultimately reached the proper conclusion, its principal

focus on the “relationship between a suspended declaration and the passing of remedial
legislation prior to the expiration of the suspension period” was misplaced.19 The Court’s
secondary focus – the objective of a suspension – is the appropriate approach in determining
remedial effect upon expiration and should be preferred.20 This purposive approach ensures that,
once ordered, a suspended declaration is given full meaning and effect.
17.

As a general matter, where a court’s order is not explicit, it should be interpreted in

light of its context and purpose.21 This holds true when interpreting a court’s constitutional
remedy.
18.

In Bedford, this Court ordered the continued application of the criminal law to avoid

the deregulation of prostitution while Parliament crafted new legislation.22 This stated purpose is
undermined if the declaration of invalidity is given retroactive effect upon expiry of the
suspension period. Unless prosecutions were entirely disposed of during the suspension period,

19

Ibid, para 75, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 109.
Ibid, para 84, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, pp 111-112. See also: R v Ackman, 2017 MBCA
78 (“Ackman”), para 75.
21
Carey v Laiken, 2015 SCC 17, para 50; Yu v Jordan, 2012 BCCA 367, para 53.
22
Bedford, paras 167-169.
20
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offences would go unpunished, defeating the very purpose of the remedy.23 Applying a
purposive approach, the declaration ordered in Bedford is properly interpreted as prospective in
nature.
1.

Giving Full Meaning and Effect to Purpose of Suspended Declarations

19.

The remedial effect of a suspended declaration must be considered and understood in

light of the Majority’s recent decision in Ontario (Attorney General) v G (“G”). That decision
confirms “the Court’s purposive approach to constitutional remedies”24 and further endorses a
“principled approach” to suspended declarations.25 The Majority reasoned that the exercise of
remedial discretion must promote “principled, transparent, and consistent approaches to s.52(1)
remedies”.26
20.

Retroactivity of a declaration, after the suspension expires where it would conflict

with, or otherwise undermine, the very motivation behind the suspension is incompatible with a
“purposive”, “principled” and “consistent” approach to remedial discretion. The purpose behind
a suspension must necessarily animate, and in some circumstances dictate, its effect on
expiration.
21.

As confirmed by the Court in G, suspended declarations should only be ordered in

rare and exceptional cases.27 A suspension must be justified based on a “compelling public
interest” militating against an immediate declaration.28 While a categorical approach was
rejected, the Majority stated that “typically” a compelling interest will be related to “the principle

23

BCCA Reasons, para 84, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, pp 111-112; Ackman, para 75.
Ontario (Attorney General) v G, 2020 SCC 38 (“G”), para 95. See also: para 191 (Concurring
Reasons of Rowe, J.)
25
Ibid, paras 92-93, 126, 132, 153.
26
Ibid, para 93.
27
Ibid, paras 83, 100, 132-133 (Majority Reasons); para 190 (Concurring Reasons of Rowe, J.);
paras 226-227 (Joint Reasons Dissenting in part of Côté and Brown, JJ.).
28
Ibid, paras 126, 132.
24
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that the public is entitled to the benefit of legislation or that the courts and legislatures play
different institutional roles”.29
22.

The underlying rationale for ordering a delayed declaration is “avoiding the harmful

and undesirable consequences of an immediate declaration”30 by ensuring legal continuity. A
“balancing approach”31 was adopted whereby a court must weigh “the harms of failing to
immediately protect rights against the harms of an immediate declaration”.32
23.

Giving full meaning and effect to suspended declarations was also underscored in

G.33 In examining whether an exemption may be ordered “in tandem” with a suspended
declaration, the Majority emphasized that the purpose underlying a suspension must not be
undermined.34 Similarly, when a court orders the exceptional remedy of a suspended declaration,
the underlying purpose justifying the delay must be respected. In that vein, the remedial effect on
expiry (prospective or retroactive) must not undermine or defeat the very purpose of the
suspension in the first place.
2.
24.

Limiting Retroactivity
Declarations of invalidity do not necessarily operate retroactively to render the

impugned law void ab initio.35 A finding of unconstitutionality may operate prospectively such
that “from a given point in time, the new law or the new understanding of some legal principle
will prevail”.36

29

Ibid, para 126. See also: Schachter v Canada, [1992] 2 SCR 679, pp 719.
G, para 129.
31
Ibid, para 132.
32
Ibid, para 131.
33
Ibid, paras 142, 146, 150.
34
Ibid, para 150.
35
Canada (Attorney General) v Hislop, 2007 SCC 10 (“Hislop”), para 86.
36
Ibid, para 95.
30
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25.

Even when a retroactive remedy is specifically ordered it is limited by operation of

legal doctrines, such as the de facto doctrine, res judicata and the law of limitations.37 In R v
Boudreault, the Court observed that “in general, declarations of invalidity have only prospective
effects with regard to non-parties” because of the normal operation of res judicata.38 In the
criminal context, the “in the system” test allows individuals with cases still pending (including
any appeals) to benefit from a subsequent finding of constitutional invalidity. 39
26.

In Canada (Attorney General) v Hislop (Hislop), this Court held that a purely

prospective remedy is appropriate where there is a substantial change in the law.40 Once this
legal change requirement is met, other factors must be considered to justify a prospective
remedy. Without restricting the relevant considerations, Hislop provides examples of the
circumstances in which limiting the retroactive effect of a declaration may be appropriate.41
These include: (i) reasonable or good faith reliance by governments; (ii) fairness of the limitation
of the retroactivity to the litigants; and (iii) the need to respect the legislature’s role.42
27.

This case provides an example of another circumstance where limiting the

retroactive effect of a declaration is appropriate and just – where retroactivity would undermine
the very purpose behind the exercise of remedial discretion in ordering a suspended declaration.
28.

Contrary to the appellant Mohsenipour’s assertion,43 Hislop does not stand for the

proposition that prospectivity must be explicitly stated in order to apply. Rather, the decision
provides that “[on] occasion, this Court has expressly stated that the s.52(1) remedy would
‘apply prospectively’ only” specifically referring to paragraph 18 of the decision in Reference re

G, para 121; R v Boudreault, 2018 SCC 58 (“Boudreault”), paras 104-105; Hislop, para 101.
Boudreault, para 105.
39
Ibid, para 103; R v Thomas,[1990] 1 SCR 713, pp 715-716; R v Sarson,[1996] 2 SCR 223,
paras 26-27; R v Wigman,[1987] 1 SCR 246, pp 257-258, 261-262.
40
Hislop, paras 93-100, 107.
41
Ibid, para 100.
42
Ibid, paras 100-108.
43
Appellant Mohsenipour’s factum, paras 22, 24. See also: BCSC Reasons, para 345,
Appellants’ Record, Tab 1, pp 81-82.
37

38
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Remuneration of Judges of the Provincial Court of Prince Edward Island (the PEI Reference).44
That paragraph of the PEI Reference case does not support the conclusion that a prospective
remedy must be explicitly stated; it is simply an example of a case where prospectivity was
explicitly stated.45
29.

While prospective remedies may be explicitly stated, the prospectivity of a

constitutional remedy may also arise by implication based on the nature of the remedy otherwise
ordered. More specifically, the prospective nature of an underlying declaration may
appropriately be presumed or implied based on the motivation for the suspension. This approach
ensures that the stated purpose is given full meaning and effect.
3.
30.

A Prospective Remedial Approach in the Criminal Law Context
Where a court orders that a suspended declaration is in the public interest to ensure

the continued application of the criminal law while Parliament crafts new legislation,
prospectivity may appropriately be presumed or implied, unless stated to the contrary by the
issuing court. This may occur, as in Bedford, where the Court ordered that the public interest in
the continued regulation of prostitution justified a suspension and outweighed the
unconstitutional effects.46 A prospective remedy may also be implied where the stated reason for
the suspension is public safety – that the public would be endangered if an immediate declaration
of invalidity was ordered.47
31.

In the criminal law context, a prospective remedial approach properly recognizes that

continued regulation or continued protection of the public during the suspension period does not
end with its expiry. In order to fully protect against a “gap” in the criminal law during the
44

Hislop, para 88.
Reference re Remuneration of Judges of the Provincial Court of Prince Edward Island, [1998]
1 SCR 3, para 18.
46
Bedford, para 167.
47
In G, the Court confirmed that public safety is a valid public interest that may justify a
45

suspended declaration: paras 171-178 (Majority Reasons), paras 210-213 (Concurring Reasons
of Rowe, J.); paras 246, 252, 267, 269 (Joint Reasons Dissenting in part of Côté and Brown, JJ.).
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suspension period, an offence committed during that period should still be subject to prosecution
under the impugned law after the suspension expires.
32.

In Bedford, it is reasonable to presume or imply that the Court ordered a purely

prospective remedy based on the purpose justifying the suspension. As recognized by the Court
of Appeal, relying on the rule of law, it would undermine the very nature and purpose of the
suspension if the criminal law provisions, thus preserved, could not be effectively enforced. 48
More specifically, the Court determined that “to gut the provisions of their enforceability for
conduct committed during that period would run afoul of any such objective”.49
33.

The regulation of prostitution necessarily includes full enforcement. Under the

appellants’ interpretation, however, unless prosecutions were entirely disposed of (including any
appeals) during the suspension period, offences committed under the impugned law during that
period can no longer be prosecuted. Those who are still awaiting prosecution, appealing a
conviction or not yet charged for offences committed while the law was still in force would be
able to escape prosecution once the suspension ends.
34.

Applying the Hislop factors further justifies the prospective nature of the declaration

in Bedford. The Court’s decision fulfils the criterion of making a substantial change in the law.
Criminal Code provisions that had previously been found constitutional50 were struck down
based on a substantially new elucidation of the s. 7 Charter principles of arbitrariness,
overbreadth and gross disproportionality.51 In addition, the Court’s balancing of the

48

BCCA Reasons, para 84, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, pp 111-112. See also: Ackman, para 75;
Roach, Kent, Constitutional Remedies in Canada, 2nd ed (Toronto: Thomson Reuters, 2019)
(loose-leaf updated October 2019, release 34), para 14.1571:
The Court of Appeal’s application of the impugned offence “can be supported by the logic of the
suspension”.
49

BCCA Reasons, para 84, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 112.
Reference re ss 193 and 195.1(1)(c) of the Criminal Code of Canada (Man), [1990] 1 SCR
1123.
51
Bedford, para 45.
50
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countervailing interests at stake – that of the public, the legislature and the litigants – support
prospectivity.52
35.

A prospective approach is consistent with generally accepted legal principles

grounded in the rule of law and the promotion of certainty, fairness and predictability in the
justice system. These include: (i) individuals accused of criminal conduct are to be charged and
sentenced under the law in force at the time the offence was allegedly committed;53 and (ii) the
presumption against retroactive criminal legislation affecting substantive rights.54 This approach
further recognizes the realities of the criminal justice system, including that victims may not
report offences until after the suspension has expired.
(a) Time of Commission of Offence Determines Law that Governs
36.

The Court of Appeal properly concluded that the rule of law justified “the

prosecution of offences since a valid regime was in force at the time of commission”.55
37.

A “basic tenet of our legal system” is that individuals are to be charged and

sentenced under the law in force at the time the offence was allegedly committed. As held by this
Court “people’s conduct and the legal consequences that flow from it should be judged on the
basis of the law in force at the time”.56
38.

Presumptive retroactivity57, however, creates an artificial and arbitrary distinction,

rather than a principled approach based on the time of commission of the offence. It allows
52

Ibid, paras 167-169.
R v Johnson, 2003 SCC 46 (“Johnson”), para 41; R v KRJ, 2016 SCC 31 (“KRJ”), para 1; R v
Clarke, 2013 ONCA 7 (“Clarke”), para 13; Sullivan, Ruth, Sullivan on the Construction of
Statutes, Sixth Edition. (Markham: LexisNexis Canada, 2014), para 25.44.
54
KRJ, paras 20-26, 99; R v Dineley, 2012 SCC 58 (“Dineley”), para 10; Sullivan on the
Construction of Statutes, paras 25.5-25.8.
55
BCCA Reasons, para 84, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 111.
56
KRJ, para 1. See also: Johnson, para 41; Clarke, para 13; Sullivan on the Construction of
Statutes, paras 25.44, 25.80.
57
Appellant Albashir’s factum, paras 39, 58, 60, 86; Appellant Mohsenipour’s factum, paras 1,
21.
53
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individuals, like the appellants, who were not yet charged by the time the suspension expired or
individuals who were still “in the system” to avoid prosecution. Only individuals who were
convicted and did not appeal during the suspension period would be held liable under the former
law.
39.

A presumptive retroactive approach further raises “horizontal equity” concerns and

results in unfairness in the judicial system. As noted by this Court in G, academic commentators
have questioned the fairness of suspensions.58 Citing Bedford as an example, it is asserted that
suspended declarations may result in unjust legal effects: “individuals with decent legal advice
would know not to plead guilty under the law, but to keep their files open until the suspension
lapsed”.59
40.

These perceived “inequities”, however, flow from the erroneous presumption that,

once the suspension ends, an individual cannot be liable under the infirmed law. Indeed, a
presumed retroactive approach would result in offenders trying to escape conviction by running
out the suspension clock.60 Such an approach effectively creates an immunity, contrary to the
public interest, for offenders who evade detection or draw out their prosecution.
41.

On the other hand, adopting a purposive, prospective approach to the remedial effect

of suspended declarations prevents these potential inequities. It ensures a level playing field for
all individuals who allegedly committed an offence under the impugned law during the life of the
suspension grounded in the basic criminal law tenet that time of commission of offence
determines the law that governs.

58

G, paras 131-132 (Majority Reasons); para 201 (Concurring Reasons of Rowe, J.); paras 260261, 263 (Joint Reasons Dissenting in part of Côté and Brown, JJ.).
59
Leckey, Robert, “The Harms of Remedial Discretion” (2016), 14 ICON 584, p 592. See also:
Mouland, Carolyn, “Remedying the Remedy: Bedford’s Suspended Declaration of Invalidity”
(2018), 41 Man. L.J. 281, pp 294-295.
60
For example see: R v Al-Qaysi, 2016 BCSC 937, para 19.
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(b) Presumption Against Retroactive Criminal Legislation Favours Prospectivity
42.

Advocating for a presumptively retroactive approach, the appellants erroneously

assert that a legislature can choose to fill the “gap” left on expiration of the suspension period
through retroactive legislation.61 This proposition, however, ignores the long-standing
“constitutional aversion to retrospective criminal laws”.62 The presumption against the
retroactivity of criminal legislation is based on rule of law principles of certainty, predictability,
stability, rationality and formal equality.63 As recognized by the Court of Appeal, s. 11(g) of the
Charter further protects against retroactive changes to substantive criminal laws.64
43.

The appellants argue that s.11(g) does not preclude the legislature from enacting new

law with retroactive effect to fill the void in the law left by the court’s retroactive declaration.
Their arguments in this respect are, however, internally inconsistent. The argument that
Parliament could enact a new law to fill the “gap” that would be consistent with s.11(g)
contradicts their position that the former law was void ab initio once the suspension ended. If the
law was void ab initio upon expiry of the suspension, the conduct for which the appellants were
charged would no longer be an offence at the time of commission, so conviction of a person after
expiry of the suspension would violate s.11(g) of the Charter.
(c) Prospectivity Recognizes Impact on Victims
44.

A prospective remedial effect recognizes the realities of the criminal justice system

and the need for continuity that captures the prohibited conduct before, during and after the
suspension period. Most importantly, victims may not come forward until long after an alleged
61

Appellant Albashir’s factum, para 60; Appellant Albashir’s supplemental factum, paras 24, 30;
Appellant Mohsenipour’s factum, para 47.
62
KRJ, para 23. See also: Dineley, para 10; Clarke, para 13.
63
Sullivan on the Construction of Statutes, para 25.6.
64
BCCA Reasons, para 88, Appellants’ Record, Tab. 2, pp 112-113. See also: Choudhry, Sujit
and Kent Roach, “Putting the Past Behind Us? Prospective Judicial and Legislative
Constitutional Remedies” (2003), 21 SCLR (2d) 205, p 242; Hogg, Peter W, Constitutional Law
of Canada, Fifth Edition Supplemental, Vol 2, loose-leafed, Toronto: Thomson Reuters, 2016,
pp 51-33–51-36.
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offence was committed for a variety of reasons, and when they do come forward, may need the
time inherent in trauma-informed approaches to receiving their complaints.65
45.

The criminal law has increasingly recognized the impact of power imbalances

between accused persons and victims in areas such as sexual assault, human trafficking and the
sex trade,66 and has evolved to try to prevent perpetrators from thwarting or evading prosecution
due to the passage of time. For example, limitations periods have been repealed or extended,67
myths about victims’ credibility based on timeliness in reporting have been debunked,68 and
evidentiary presumptions have been legislated to facilitate prosecution.69
46.

In addition, the timing of prosecutions may be affected by other criminal justice

system delays such as challenges in gathering evidence, which are exacerbated by victims’
vulnerability, and even inter-jurisdictional issues.70 There are thus many complex and legitimate
reasons why the prosecution of certain criminal offences committed before or during the
suspension period, including those under s.212(1)(j), would not be concluded before the expiry
65

See e.g. R v DD, 2000 SCC 43, para 65. See also Haskell, Lori C and Melanie Randall, The
Impact of Trauma on Adult Sexual Assault Victims, Report submitted to Justice Canada, (2019),
pp 24, 29.
66
See for example: Reporting, Investigating and Prosecuting Sexual Assaults Committed Against
Adults Challenges and Promising Practices in Enhancing Access to Justice for Victims, Report
of the Coordinating Committee of Senior Officials Working Group on Access to Justice for
Adult Victims of Sexual Assault, 2018, at sections 3.1 and 4.2.
67
R v Ford, 15 OR (3d) 173 (ONCA), p 7; Bill C-75, An Act to amend the Criminal Code, the
Youth Criminal Justice Act and other Acts and to make consequential amendments to other Acts,
s 315 (replacing subsection 786(2) of the Criminal Code). See also: Canada, Senate, Standing
Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, Evidence No. 61, 1st Sess., 42nd Parl., May 8,
2019 (Marion Buller, Chief Commissioner, National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women and Girls) (re limitation extension).
68
R v WB, (2000) 49 OR (3d) 321 (ONCA), paras 145-146
69
R v Downey, [1992] 2 SCR 10, pp 38-39; Criminal Code of Canada, RSC 1985, c C-46, s
286.2(3).
70
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date. The impact of allowing a retroactive remedial effect creating a gap in the law’s protections
would fall, not only on the public at large, but most keenly on victims.
4. Recourse Available to Address Concerns of Overreach
47.

Concerns about the prosecution of individuals who fall within the Charter non-

compliant zone of overbreadth, such as legitimate bodyguards, drivers or accountants71 may be
addressed through different avenues at different stages. Available recourse includes exemptions
under s.24 of the Charter for successful claimants, prosecutorial discretion, and stays of
proceedings under s.24 for abuse of process.
48.

In G, the Majority confirmed that s.24 remedies may be ordered “in tandem” with a

declaration under s.52.72 Accordingly, individual claimants may be exempted from suspensions
of declarations of invalidity by the issuing court where it would be “appropriate and just in the
circumstances”.73
49.

While prosecutorial discretion may not cure constitutional infirmity,74 as a practical

matter it should prevent prosecutions based on those aspects of a law already held to be
unconstitutional. Prosecutorial discretion is “an indispensable device for the effective
enforcement of the criminal law”,75 and the reality is that it would eliminate, or reduce the
likelihood of any prosecutions contrary to the constitutional protections recognized by the court
that issued the suspension.
50.

Finally, a stay of proceedings for abuse of process may be available under s.24(1) for

an attempt to pursue a prosecution in the face of binding authority that the conduct in question
was Charter-protected. As determined by this Court, a stay for abuse of process is justified

71
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where the integrity of the justice system would be harmed.76 In the Bedford case, a stay may,
therefore, be available for individuals in the zone of liability to which the s.212(1)(j) overbreadth
finding applied, such as legitimate bodyguards.
51.

It bears noting that concerns about the prosecution of individuals who fall within the

Charter non-compliant zone of overbreadth do not arise merely where suspended declarations
are prospective in effect. Rather, the issue inherently may arise from keeping an unconstitutional
law alive after a finding of overbreadth through a suspended declaration, be it retroactive or
prospective on expiry. A retroactive remedy does not by itself prevent persons who fall within
the Charter non-compliant zone of overbreadth from being charged and convicted during the
suspension period. These considerations are, therefore, more appropriately addressed as part of a
court’s balancing approach in determining whether a suspension is justified in the circumstances
of each case and, if it is, by further recourse that may be available in conjunction with the
remedy or afterwards.77
B. Flawed Pre-Emptive Theory
52.

The Court of Appeal erroneously identified the primary issue for determination as

the interplay between a suspended declaration and the passing of remedial legislation:
The crux of this appeal rests on the relationship between a suspended declaration of
invalidity and the passing of remedial legislation prior to the expiration of the suspension
period, in the context of the criminal law.78
53.

While the Court of Appeal ultimately reached the proper conclusion on the basis of

its secondary analysis – the purpose and intent of this Court’s suspended declaration in Bedford79
– it is important to nonetheless consider the frailties of the pre-emptive theory it adopted.80

76

R v Babos, 2014 SCC 16, para 31.
G, paras 131-132.
78
BCCA Reasons, para 75, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 109. See also: para 77, Appellants’
Record, Tab 2, p 110.
79
Ibid, para 84, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, pp 111-112.
80
See: BCSC Reasons, paras 347, 357-364, Appellants’ Record, Tab 1, pp 82, 84-85.
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54.

The Court of Appeal reasoned that the passing of remedial legislation “pre-empts”

the retroactive effect of a suspended declaration of invalidity.81 In other words, the result is that
“the declaration of invalidity never came into effect to render the provision a nullity ab initio”.82
Applying this reasoning, a court’s order can only be prospective if the legislature enacts remedial
law within the suspension period. On the other hand, if the legislature fails to pass new law
within the suspension period the court’s order is deemed retroactive.
55.

In support of this pre-emptive theory, the Court of Appeal relied on the following

sentence found in paragraph 92 of Hislop:
Although if the legislature fails to comply with the Court’s order within the period of
suspension, the Court’s declaration would apply retroactively, the purpose of a suspended
declaration of invalidity can be to facilitate the legislature’s function in crafting a
prospective remedy.83
56.

Notably, however, that sentence makes no mention of the reverse – that the passing

of legislation would conversely override or “pre-empt” any retroactive effect of a suspended
declaration as ordered by a court. This is with good reason – such an approach would undermine
the proper adjudicative function of courts. Remedy is a matter for judicial discretion based on the
balancing of relevant considerations.84 This exercise of discretion cannot be overridden by the
passing of, or failure to pass, legislation.
57.

That is not to say, however, that a court cannot decide to make its declaratory order

contingent on the legislature passing new law within the suspension period. Whether it would be
an appropriate and just remedy in the circumstances is a matter for the court’s discretion.
58.

The pre-emptive approach is flawed for two other reasons. First, it rests on the

erroneous presumption that declarations of invalidity are necessarily retroactive, unless explicitly
stated otherwise.85As previously discussed, prospectivity may be implied based on a court’s

81

BCCA Reasons, para 90, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 113. See also: Ackman, paras 48-54.
Ibid, para 91, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 113.
83
Ibid, paras 79-80, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 110.
84
G, paras 131-132.
85
BCCA Reasons, para 61, Appellants’ Record, Tab 2, p 104.
82
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stated purpose for ordering a suspended declaration – where interpreting it as retroactive would
defeat its very objective.
59.

Second, this approach results in uncertainty, instability and unpredictability in the

law. The temporal effect of a court’s order cannot be held in abeyance pending the legislature’s
action, or inaction, as the case may be. If the effect of a court’s declaration (retroactive vs
prospective) is not known until after the legislature acts, individuals – citizens, police,
prosecutors and judges alike – will not know how to conduct themselves during the suspension
period. This resulting uncertainty is at odds with the exercise of remedial discretion endorsed by
the Majority in G based on “promoting principled, transparent and consistent approaches to
s.52(1) remedies”.86
C. Conclusion
60.

This Court should adopt and apply a purposive approach to determining whether the

remedial effect of a suspended declaration upon expiry is prospective or retroactive. Such an
approach ensures the stated purpose behind a suspension is not undermined and provides clarity
to lower courts in cases where the remedial effect of a suspended declaration has not been
expressly stated by the court issuing the declaration. This Court’s guidance will also assist future
courts in exercising their constitutional remedial power in a way that promotes certainty.

86

G, para 93.
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PART IV - SUBMISSIONS ON COSTS

61.

The Attorney General of Canada does not seek costs and submits that no costs should

be awarded against him.
PART V - NATURE OF ORDER SOUGHT

62.

The Attorney General of Canada submits that these appeals should be determined

based on the foregoing principles. The Attorney General requests a total of 10 minutes for oral
argument.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED

Dated at Ottawa, Ontario this 23rd day of April, 2021.
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Anne M. Turle
Zoe Oxaal

Counsel for the Intervener Attorney General of Canada
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